To

All Officers of EPFO
Head Office/Zonal Office’s/Regional Office’s

Subject: Webinars organised by ET HR World -regarding.

Madam/Sir,

The pandemic has changed the way we work and view the world. In order to insulate the creativity and productivity of Officers of EPFO, PDNASS has identified online Webinars organised by ET HR World. These Webinars support learners at every stage providing quality learning.

The following are Online Webinars offered by ET HR World:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Organised by &amp; Date</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>What you'll learn</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.    | ET HR World 17th Sept. 2020 | Sustaining Talent Development during Uncertainty | • How to boost employee engagement and productivity?  
• How to ensure compliance and mitigate risks spanning the entire Kirkpatrick’s Training Evaluation Model - reaction, learning, behavior and results?  
• How you can provide the right exposure to tools and techniques to help managers adapt to the new world order?  
• What is the use of advanced analytics and data points in gaining total control on a remote employee’s productivity, involvement and progress? | https://hr.economictimes.indiatimes.com/webinars/sustaining-talent-development-during-uncertainty/662 |
| 2.    | ET HR World 25th Sept. 2020 | PHOENIX CXO Virtual Summit on Human Capital | • to discuss HR, talk talent and enable workplaces of tomorrow to live up to the needs and requirements of the #EverChangingNormal.  
• Establishing synergies between HR and Business Leaders  
• Unlocking functional potential to enhance performance  
• Partnering for pay and performance  
• Redesigning workplace management with tech and innovation  
• Enhancing focus on employee wellness and safety  
• Creating a great digital experience | https://hr.economictimes.indiatimes.com/phoenix-cxo-virtual-summit-on-human-capital |
Officers of EPFO are encouraged to register and take advantage of the online Webinars offered at no cost to upgrade their knowledge and skills. These Webinars will enable Officers to up their efficiency and productivity and equip them to face extraordinary challenges.

(This issues with the approval of Competent Authority)

Yours faithfully,

(Shyam V. Tonk)
Regional P.F. Commissioner-I (Training)
In today’s uncertain world, there is an immediate need for organizations to lead innovation toward business sustainability and stay ahead in the competitive environment. A talent development strategy is vital for organizations to achieve their goals effectively.

In this session, our presenters will discuss and share how you can continue developing and nurturing talent in your organization and support business continuity using right tools.
Join this webinar to gain valuable insights on:

- How to boost employee engagement and productivity?
- How to ensure compliance and mitigate risks spanning the entire Kirkpatrick’s Training Evaluation Model - reaction, learning, behavior and results?
- How you can provide the right exposure to tools and techniques to help managers adapt to the new world order?
- What is the use of advanced analytics and data points in gaining total control on a remote employee’s productivity, involvement and progress?

Who Should Attend

- CHROs & HR Leaders
- Learning & Development Heads/Chief Learning Officers
- Directors/Heads of Talent Management
- Employee Experience Champions
- CIOs, CTOs & Business Leaders

Know Your Speakers

- Rajiv Kumar
  
  Vice President & Country Leader - India, SumTotal Systems

Rajiv is Vice President & Country Leader for SumTotal Systems in India. SumTotal is the market leader in Learn and Talent management solutions, as per Gartner and IDC. Today SumTotal has a large workforce of around 1000 people in India across Sales, Marketing, Consulting, Support, Product Management, and Engineering. Rajiv is responsible for leading the Sales and Consulting Lines of Business across the region including Sales, Channels, and Strategic Customer Program. Rajiv has over 20 years of experience in building business ground up, leading sales organizations, and developing new practice and driving partner ecosystem in leading software product and services companies like Oracle, Sify, SSA Global, SAS. He also comes with a deep understanding of incubating a new product and creating a successful go-to-market model in a start-up environment.
Faraaz Mohammed
Principal Solution Architect, SumTotal Systems

Faraaz works as a Principal Solution Architect for entire India, APAC, and ANZ region of SumTotal Systems and has over nineteen years of experience in the software industry, including Learning solution architecture, Learning product design, eLearning content development, Learning Management System deployment, customizations and configurations, UI/UX/Graphics/Visual/Web design, Project management and Customer support. He has held responsible portfolios in solution architecture, team building, business development, project management, product design, UI/UX and graphic design, vendor management, operations management and total quality management. Faraaz is highly skilled in closing business deals pertaining to learning software products, cost & budgeting, proposal development and RFP response development across India, South East Asia, Australia and New Zealand.
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Exhibitor
The biggest change we saw was the fading away of boundaries at work and rise of information as the key to empower and innovate.

Overview

Change is constant and every year organisations, globally, adapt to newer ways of working. This year, however, has been remarkably dramatic and different. It's just amazing how quickly most organisations adopted work from home and tried to maintain business continuity. But many are still struggling to address issues like employee engagement, motivation and productivity. Surely, there is much that companies can learn and unlearn through interaction and collaboration in the new normal.

The kind of changes and challenges workplaces encountered this year has been unique in more ways than one. The biggest change we saw was the fading away of boundaries at work and the rise of information as the key to empower and innovate. Organisations where ideas and information were shared freely, the overall efficiency, trust and morale of employees rose, further contributing to the advancement of the organisation's output, vision and culture.
Understanding this area of great focus and importance for future workplaces, ETHRWorld ideated Phoenix, a unique event where CXOs from across functional areas and geographies will come together on a common platform to discuss HR, talk talent and enable workplaces of tomorrow to live up to the needs and requirements of the #EverChangingNormal.

Register Now

**Summit Highlights**

**05+ Knowledge Sessions**

The summit will consist of interesting web panel discussions, exclusive live fireside chats and engaging digital industry presentations.

**30+ Business Leaders/CXOs**

Industry's thought leaders, decision makers and solution providers will gather virtually to discuss the latest trends, innovations and technologies.

**200+ Minutes of Global Networking**

Networking opportunity for solution and service providers with industry's top decision makers via digital exhibition and public live chats.

**2000+ Attendees**

Congregation of industry's top-level executives and senior officials for knowledge sharing.

**Discussion Topics**

- Establishing synergies between HR and Business Leaders
- Unlocking functional potential to enhance performance
- Partnering for pay and performance
- Redesigning workplace management with tech and innovation
- Enhancing focus on employee wellness and safety
- Creating a great digital experience
Who should Attend

- CEOs/MDs
- CHROs/HR leaders
- CIOs & CTOs
- CFOs/Head of Finance
- CMOs & Employee Experience leaders
- Business Heads

Organizations must recognize the need to create a sustainable work environment that thrive on seamless collaboration and a connected human capital experience.

How to Attend

The experience of an in-person event with the flexibility of location independence!

The virtual event will imitate a traditional in-person event with opportunities to interact with speakers and other attendees in a virtual environment on the web, rather than meeting in a physical location.

Look for our update emails and use the provided credential on the virtual event day

3. Attend

Get access to the virtual event: Presentations, Panel Discussions, Networking Areas, and a lot more

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

Where will the event be held?

This is an online event. You do not have to travel to any specific location. You can participate from your convenient location. The virtual event is accessible from computer, mobile and tablet devices.

Do I need to download or install any software to be able to attend this virtual event?

You do not need to download or install any software to attend. It’s web-based, so all you will need is a computer / mobile / tablet device and an internet connection.
How do I log-in on the day of the virtual event?

Your login details will be emailed to you ahead of the event. You can use those details to access the online event.

Will I be able to take away any documents or files from the virtual event?

Yes. Like any physical event, we will have a Cart for you! You can add all of the documents available to the online Cart in your account and then email them to yourself by simply entering your email.

Can I invite my colleagues and friends to attend the virtual event?

Absolutely. We are counting on you to invite others! Help us spread the word. You can simply share the link to this page, and they can register at their convenience.

I Want to Know More

Why Attend Virtually

Attendee

- Network and connect across geographies, Save on Time & Cost to Travel
- Chat with peers through the integrated chat rooms on topics of common interest
- Interact with panelists from across the globe
- Download brochures and other exhibit materials
- Replay on demand sessions at your convenience

Partner

- Connect with your target audience from anywhere in the world
- Full event analytics and event data help to measure event ROI
- Interactive branding opportunities throughout the virtual portal
- Scale-up your reach with attendees joining across geographies
- Real-time audience interactions with polls and surveys

Exhibitor

- Connect over one-on-one chat with your Target Audience
- Station a company representative to offer solutions to queries
- Customise your exhibition stalls and get more interaction from attendees
- Trackable data for all the interactions
- Share your Portfolio, Case Studies and Testimonials with visitors

I Want to Know More
Contact Us

For Partnership & Alliances
Tarana Kaushik
tarana.kaushik@timesinternet.in
+91 981 079 9275

Ankit Punani
ankit.punani@timesinternet.in
+91 997 148 0884
For Delegate & Speaking Opportunity
Apeksha Kaushik
apeksha.kaushik@timesinternet.in
+91 987 134 5569

For any issues requiring immediate escalation, please write to shahbaz.khan@timesinternet.in - Md. Shahbaz Khan, Head of Special Initiatives & Business Strategy, The Economic Times Business Verticals.

ABOUT ETHRWORLD

ETHRworld is the brand new digital initiative by The Economic Times. It is a unique blend of learning, networking and exploring opportunities with industry experts, peers, policies makers and solution providers, impacting the dynamic HR landscape in India.

It is the first of its kind HR community which is exclusively crafted for the HR leaders and by the HR leaders, from across the globe. A new dynamic in the world of people and work which aims at enabling and empowering organizations in turbocharging their HR efforts to metamorph into an Exponential Organization.